
he Caprock Country is

traditionally a bobwhite

bastion—a harsh, magnificent

crumbling-away country that marries the

rugged High Plains of the Panhandle to

the softer Rolling Plains below. Bluffs,

ridges, arroyos, washouts and thorny,

prickly stuff make foot travel more aptly

called foot travail. To be sure, you’ll find

the venomous diamondback rattlesnake

firmly ensconced here, but you’re far

more likely to be raked, stabbed and

tormented by the surly vegetation than

this usually timid snake.

No wonder the bobwhite, like the

Comanche before him, finds this to be

a perfect environment in which to

evade his pursuers.

Like the Comanche of yore, the

bobwhite instinctively can melt into

the landscape and use the broomgrass,

plum thickets, mesquite and cacti as

concealment from would-be captors.

That’s good. Especially since the

bobwhite quail has an average lifespan

of a mere six months. Granted,

averages don’t tell the whole story, as

many live longer than six months and

many never make it to six weeks. But

this is a fact: A one-year old bird is one

lucky son-of-a-gun and a two-year-old

bird is a veritable geezer.

And in a year such as this one, in

which quail production has declined

precipitously, knowing not only where

to hunt but also how to hunt can make

the difference between a failed hunt

and a successful one.

The 20-mile roadside survey lines

run by state wildlife biologists in the

Rolling Plains region, which in August

2005 averaged more than 37 birds per

route, turned up just slightly more than

14 birds per route on average in August

2006—well below the long-term mean
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FORChange your hunting tactics 
to help quail populations, 
improve your shotgunning and augment 
your appreciation of the aesthetics of the hunt.

Hunting bobwhites on horseback levels the

field somewhat in rough Caprock Country.



of 22.57 birds per route since the quail

survey commenced in 1978.

• Unusual Times

“It’s been a wild, wild year,” says

Robert Perez, Texas Parks and Wildlife

Department quail biologist, commenting

on the spring-into-summer drought,

wildfires and late-summer deluges that

have plagued the Panhandle and Rolling

Plains this year. “Here at the westernmost

edge of North America ’s quail distribution,

population fluctuations are remarkably

dramatic. In years like this, quail have a

hard time coming back.”

Still, the bobwhite is a determined

survivor, and the big unknown is what

effect, if any, the late hatch will have.

Unlike in other parts of their
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While the horses provide the means to get to the birds, the hunting part is still up to the hunter.
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range—where quail seem more “hard-

wired” to pair up and nest in June—

Rolling Plains quail, more often than

not, will hold off if there’s not enough

moisture to produce the insects,

primarily grasshoppers, and seeds the

young broods need to survive. “One

year, we saw no indication of hatching

effort until August,” continues Perez,

“and the latest hatch records are in

December.”

Females will attempt to nest up to

four times, if they deem the conditions

suitable for survival of their brood.

Often, the females will leave the male

in charge of incubating the clutch and

rearing the brood, in what was once

termed “gypsy hen” behavior by

biologists, but is more accurately a

species-survival imperative.

“The ability to double- or triple-

clutch is an option for a short-lived

bird such as quail,” says Dale Rollins,

Texas Cooperative Extension wildlife

specialist and noted quail authority.

“In fact, research shows that up to 25

percent of clutches are incubated and

reared by males.

“On average, from 100 eggs in May,

we expect to see six to eight quail the

following May,” continues Rollins,

“figuring about 30 percent nesting

success and only about 12 quail on the

ground in October, from those first

100 eggs. The big unknown is the late

hatch, and how the young birds will

weather storms.”

• Unusual Tactics

Rollins recommends unusual tactics

for these unusual times.

“I call it ‘quail snooker,’” says

Rollins. “And it will certainly sharpen

your shooting skills as well as help

quail populations. In quail snooker,

you shoot one rooster from each covey

and go on to the next. Backlighting is

critical, as you’re looking for the white

face of the male and not the tawny face

of the female. You’ll find your shots

are far more accurate, as well, as

you’re focusing on a smaller target

(the white face of the rooster, and not

the bird itself).”

I’ll add another twist: Try playing

quail snooker on horseback to add to

your enjoyment of quail country, and

the overall aesthetics of the hunt. “If

Hunting quail on horseback allows you to cover

more country and ultimately more opportunity.
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you enjoy big country and big running

dogs, there’s nothing to compare,” says

Chip Martin, Texas Quail Unlimited

regional director, who keeps three

Tennessee Walkers for his quail hunting

endeavors.

As did Martin, I grew up around

horses, so when South Pease River

Ranch Resort’s Huntmaster, Don

Stuckey, proposes a cowboy-style quail

hunt on the final weekend of the

2005-2006 season, I readily accepted.

We’ll “go Western on ’em,” on the

mythic range where Charles Goodnight,

in 1860, discovered Comanche chief

Peta Nocona’s encampment on the

Roaring Springs of the South Pease—

which led to the recapture of Cynthia

Ann Parker, who had lived among the

Comanche since 1836.

And like Goodnight before us,

mounting up allows us to effortlessly

traverse this rugged land in successful

pursuit of our quarry. South Pease

River Ranch Resort, a 23,000-acre

wildlife-and-beef operation in Motley

County, has 12,000 acres on their

ranch open to hunting, with other

acreage leased nearby.

We trailer to our starting point

high above the Pease, where unfurled

expanses of sage, mesquite and

broomgrass-festooned range are

broken by raw red ochre cliffs jutting

above and arroyos spill like jagged,

ripped fissures toward the river below.

Stuckey releases Diamond, one of

the four dogs he’s brought today and

swings into the saddle of his Quarter

Horse, Fish, while wrangler Ryan

Rankin, hunter Roger Cameron and I

also mount up.

Stuckey expresses concern that it

may take a while for Diamond to pick

up a scent in the cold, dry air, but no

sooner have we secured our gear and

begun to amble after her than she

freezes as if into stone, pointing into a

plum thicket. Stuckey motions to

Cameron and I to dismount, as Rankin

holds our mounts’ reins.

Cameron inches forward, gun at

the ready; I choose camera over

shotgun. Senses sharpen to the

shattering point in the seconds of

stillness before the covey rise, then,

that atavistic, unmistakable whirrrrr of

wingbeats as an explosion of birds is

met by the sharp report of Cameron’s

gun. Only afterward do I realize I was

so spellbound I forgot to raise my

camera.

It’s a fine start to what will prove a

memorable morning. The day’s points

are more hard-won than Diamond’s

first lucky strike, and I’m grateful that

Gentleman Jack’s four lengthy legs, and

not my two shorter ones, are

transporting me—along with gun,

ammo, water, camera and lenses—

The Caprock can be tough to traverse, unless

you rely on a four-legged transport.



across the rugged terrain. The added

height from his saddle makes spotting

our dogs’ tails, barely above the

broomgrass, a cinch. To the mule deer,

whitetails and coyotes whose paths we

cross, our horses seem more a curiosity

than a perceived threat, allowing for

spectacular close-up wildlife encounters.

By noon, we’ve covered a vast

expanse of land on our surefooted

mounts, tuckered out several fine dogs

and tucked a bevy of plump roosters

into our game bags. As we shed boots

and coats on the lodge’s front porch,

the aroma of lodge owner and retired

orthopedic surgeon Dr. Bob Stafford’s

“Ten Can Stew” wafts a welcome from

within. He uses ten cans of Rotel, black

beans, corn and various other secret

canned goods along with some browned

meat and onions. “I’m still learning how

to be a great camp chef,” confides

Stafford. “My wife came up with this

recipe, and claims it's foolproof.”

My only regret is that it’s the last

weekend of the season and I’ll have—

at least—an eight-month wait before

my next horseback quail hunt.

In early November, as this issue

goes to press, Stuckey gives me his

update. “The birds on the ranch here

didn’t start pairing up until August or

September,” he says. “And then we got

3 1/2 inches of rain in early October,

which has really greened things up.

“Where I was seeing up to 38

coveys a day this past February,”

Stuckey continues, “so far this season,

I’m only seeing about 12 to 15. But it’s

still early, so it remains to be seen.”

One thing’s for certain: If what kind

of season we’ll have remains to be

seen, I plan to be out on the Caprock,

mounted on a trusty steed, to see it. •

The author is currently associate

publisher of Western & English Today

and former Publisher & Editor of Texas

Parks & Wildlife magazine.
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IF YOU GO
• South Pease River Ranch Resort: The 23,000-acre working ranch and hunting

preserve offers hunts for dove, duck, goose, pheasant, quail, sandhill crane, turkey, mule

deer, white-tailed deer, wild boar, predators, varmints and prairie dogs. In progress is

Lake Stafford, which when completed, will be stocked with largemouth bass, bluegill

and catfish. Package hunt pricing includes lodging, meals, ranch transportation, a

professional hunter and a game handler. Both traditional and horseback quail hunts are

offered, and packages can be customized to suit your party’s tastes. Contact the South

Pease River Ranch Resort at (877) 794-2333 or www.southpeaseriverresort.com.

• Quail Forecast: Check TPWD’s 2006-2007 quail forecast at

www.tpwd.state.tx.us/huntwild/hunt/planning/quail_forecast/2007.

SCULPTOR STUCKEY
Not only is Huntmaster Don Stuckey

an able guide, dog trainer and

horseman, he’s an accomplished,

self-taught sculptor to boot. “I first

started sculpting in Bible School as a

child,” says Stuckey, “carving wildlife

from bars of Ivory soap. My first

carving was a buffalo.”

Stuckey cast his first bronze in 1978,

and has been quietly plying his craft in his rare idle moments. One of his limited edition

bronzes, Crossing the Canadian, shown here, has recently been purchased by the

Ranching Heritage Center in Lubbock as an addition to their permanent collection.

For information on this or other Stuckey bronzes, contact him at

db93rstx@caprock-spur.com.

GEAR UP
• Boots and Chaps: This is the most important part,

as you’ll need footgear that has enough heel in the

stirrup to keep your foot from sliding through, and

enough grip on the sole that when you dismount,

you’re not slipping around on the ground with a

loaded gun. For tall boots, a good choice is Justin’s

snake boots, with a firm-gripping ground sole, boot

heel and spur shelf. Wear brush-guard pants, and

Velcro or duct-tape your pant-cuffs around your ankles

before you pull on your boots. If you prefer a shorter

boot, try Ariat’s All-Terrain combined with full chaps,

such as ProChaps, shown here, or any that you find

work well. Forget about carefully walking through the

brush; you’ll be at a lope when the dogs are on distant

point, and your horse is only thinking about protecting

his body, so don’t think he’s looking out for you.

• Scabbard: Chose a scabbard that you can easily slide your shotgun in and out, but does

not wiggle around when your horse pitches and launches over rough terrain. You want it to

be “load-forward,” so the extra weight of your gun, not that it’s much, will be generated

over the horse’s withers. Never put a loaded gun in a scabbard.




